M3 PLATFORM ADVERTISER USER MANUAL
This guide will show you how to sign up for, and then manage, an advertising account. The guide is generic and so
some features shown here may not be available on your account. If you have queries regarding your account please
contact your account manager who will be able to help you further.

C REATING

A NEW

A D VERTISER A CCOUNT

In order to begin advertising, you will need to register for an advertising account. You can do this by visiting the link
provided to you by your system owner and selecting the ‘sign up’ button. Provide your full name and email address
and click the submit button:

Shortly after clicking the submit button, you will receive an email with a link to confirm your email address. Click on the
link and you will be directed to the remaining steps of the sign up process.

Select ‘I am an Advertiser’ at the top of the form and complete the rest of the three step wizard by adding your details.
Once submitted, your new account may need approval – this may take up to 24 hours.

Once approved, you will receive an email confirming your account is ready and you can login at the same link you
used initially to start your set up process.

F ORGOTTEN U SERNAME / P ASSWORD
To retrieve either your forgotten username or password, try to login first. If this fails, the message below will be
displayed.

Forgotten password - click on ‘Reset your password’ and you will receive an email which contains a one-time link to
reset your password. A message is displayed to confirm that the email has been sent:

Once you have received and opened the email, click on the link within and you will be directed to the ‘new password’
creation page. Complete the required fields and select ‘submit’.

Forgotten username – Select ‘Forgot your username?’ and enter the email address that you used when you signed
up.

You will then receive an email with your username included.

C HANGING P ASSWORD
If you want to change your password (usernames cannot be changed), once logged in navigate to the top right of the
screen where your username is displayed. Choose ‘my profile’, from the drop down. In the credentials section – shown
below – you can enter a new password. When you have finished, click the apply button at the bottom to save your
changes.

H OME - D ASHBOARD
Once you have logged in, you will see the home dashboard. This page is designed to provide an at-a-glance view of
your recent account activity. The graphs can be adjusted to display the data sets you find interesting by selecting the
‘settings’ icon, as below.
Any settings will be remembered for next login.

My Account
Select my account tab in the top menu to manage your advertising account.
You will see at the top of the page 3 optional tabs, dependent of login permissions granted. . The ‘my account’ tab
provides access to account management features, including logins, assigned networks and traffic targeting. Once you
click ‘my account’ you will be on your main page with further options available to you.
My Account – this area contains various options to manage your whole account.
Manage campaign - is where you create and manage advertising campaigns.
Your Media – provides a one stop area to manage all of the media types in your account and their associations.

My Account - Details

The details section allows you to view and edit your name and address credentials. You can also view the account
time zone and currency.

My Account - Source Inclusion / Exclusion
Manage account traffic sources by using the inclusion/exclusion tool.
Once your account has received traffic, you are able to produce reports which show traffic broken down by publisher
number. With the help of these reports and your system owner you can identify which traffic sources are performing
well and those that are not.
Exclusions - excluding poorly performing publisher sources removes them from your ad traffic and allows you to focus
your advertising spend on traffic sources that are more likely to generate business.
Inclusions – Adding a publisher number as a Source Inclusion restricts traffic to only the sources that have been
selected. This is a useful option for users who only want their adverts to appear on a few specific traffic sources, so,
rather than exclude all but a few sources; you can simply include the few sources that you are interested in.
It is possible to refine inclusions and exclusions further by adding sub publishers or sites to your selection. If you find
that all but one of a publisher’s sites are providing you with good traffic, you can exclude the underperforming site.
This helps to ensure that your advertising spend is always being focussed on the sources that provide the best quality
traffic.
In the same way, you can add an inclusion and then refine that further by adding a site. This will exclude traffic from all
other sources, including for the publisher selected, except from the particular site that has been added.
To select the desired account simply start typing the name of the publisher and select the correct option from the drop
down.

My Account - Finance
The finance page lets you view the finance options relevant to your account type. Features available depend on your
account type:




Budget – Agreed budget values applied to your account in ‘insertion order’ format and added to when
required.
Credit – Monthly agreed limit is applied to your account to spend each month.
Credit Card – You will register a card to make payments for your traffic. Once the value has depleted further
payments can be made manually or automatically.

The following fields are common to all account types –
VAT/sales tax country, VAT/sales tax code and the VAT registration number of your account (if applicable)
Payment Terms – these will be shown – if selected on system level.
Daily Spend Limit - A daily spend limit caps the amount that the entire advertiser account is allowed to spend in a
single day. When this cap is reached, the account will go offline until the following day.
Use this feature if you want to spread your advertising budget over an entire month, rather than consume it rapidly
over a short period of time.
When setting a daily spend limit, you have the option to choose whether the budget is ‘rolling’ or ‘capped’.
Rolling budget - unspent funds rollover from one day into the next for the whole calendar month. This is useful
if your ad spend fluctuates from one day to the next but want to give your advertising account the opportunity to spend
the entirety of its funds over the course of a month.
Capped budget - ensures unspent daily funds are not allowed to roll into consecutive days. The unspent funds
are therefore not used. Use this option to ensure that advertising spend doesn’t spike on high traffic days.
Renewal threshold - This is the value that when reached, you will be sent an email informing you that the value
remaining on the account is low and the account will go offline.
The ‘transaction history’ table is a record of any credit card payments or monthly invoice values. A full statement of all
activity can be downloaded using the button at the bottom of the screen.
Budget account example;

Credit account example;

Prepay account example;

My Account - Contacts

The contacts page provides the option to set different name and email address records for the ‘main account’ handler,
general ‘account manager’ and contacts for receiving ‘renewal’ emails and ‘invoices’.

My Account - User Management
The user management page enables you to view any logins already created for your account and add new ones, if the
login credentials you are using have the correct permission set to true.

You can allocate variable permissions according to the rights you need the user to have, as can be seen in the
screenshot and table below:

Permission
User Management
Campaign Management

Finance Management
Reporting
API Read/Write

Actions allowed with permission set to True
Ability to set up new users and manage permissions
applied to those users
Permission allows the user to manage the campaign, i.e.
set targeting or day parting as well as set up new
campaigns as required.
Permission allows the user to manage daily budgets and
limits.
Rights to run reports for the advertiser.
With this permission set to True the login can access the
API

Add Funds

This permission allows the user to process credit card
payments, if a prepay account.

My Account - Negative keywords
Negative keywords are designed to stop your ad from showing when certain keywords are used in a request for
adverts. This can be used to prevent the ad from showing against irrelevant requests. For example: a car insurance
company could add the negative keyword ‘pet’ to stop their advert from showing against requests for ‘pet insurance’.
You can either add individual keywords one at a time or paste in a list, if you have one available.
In the event that you do have a list of negative keywords and wish to review them after upload, select the ‘Download
as CSV’ button. When downloaded, the .CSV file will only contain a list of the negative keywords being used. No other
account data is supplied.

My Account - Frequency Capping
Frequency capping controls the number of times your advert is seen or clicked on by the same user (impression or
click level capping). Settings at account level will apply to all campaigns in the account, unless campaign level settings
are set which will override account level settings.
An individual user is identified based on a combination of the IP address, GUID and user agent supplied at the time
that an advert is clicked on.
Impression frequency capping can be used to limit the number of times that an individual user sees an advert in an
hour, day, week or month.

Click frequency capping works on the same principle but limits the number of times a user can click on an advert, as
opposed to just viewing the advert.
Once a frequency cap limit has been reached, the advert will no longer be eligible for selection until the start of the
next time period. If ‘month’ is set, for example, then a user can view or click an advert a certain number of times in a
month. Once this limit is reached the advert is not shown to the user until the beginning of the following month.
Options to set also include;
No. of times - The number of times you wish for your advert to be seen or clicked by a user.
Period - Over what period of time you want to impose this limit. For example: Setting a period of ‘day’ means that a
user will be able to see, or click on an advert the set number of times in the course of 24 hours.
Interval – This spaces the number of impressions or clicks across the set period.

My Account - Agency Logins
If you are working with an agency to help manage your advertising campaigns, you can link your account to that of the
agency. This allows agency account managers to use their agency login and manage your campaigns using their own
credentials.
In order to do this, an agency will have to request a link with your account. When the request has been made, you can
authorise it by selecting the check box in the ‘authorised’ column. As below:

Authorisation can be revoked by unchecking the box at any time.
My Account - Performance
The performance section provides data on traffic in a visual format. Data shown in this section is the same information
that is provided in the home dashboard but does not require you to leave your campaign management page in order
to see it. Use the settings icon again to adjust the data you see in this graph.

M AN AGE C AMP AIGNS
The manage campaigns tab is where you can create and manage your advertising campaigns. On the main page you
will be presented with a list of your campaigns with some top line information and a ‘new’ button to create a new
campaign.
The data shown in the table is in the time range selected from the top right button, on the below screen shot this is
‘last week’, the UI will remember your previous selection from your last login, choose the drop down to change the
date range of the data if required.

There are various actions you can complete from this campaign main table, these are:
Status – you can manage the status of campaigns by manipulating the coloured circles in the ‘status’ column. If you
click on the colour then you will see 2 options:
Green – Active
Orange with a symbol – Paused.
If a campaign is showing a plain orange circle with no symbol this means it is ‘suspended’ at a higher level, this could
be that it is a new campaign and needs to be reviewed, or there is an issue with it. If you have any queries on the
‘suspended’ status please contact your account manager.

Multiple edit - You can change more than one campaign by placing a tick next to the campaigns you wish to manage
and an option of ‘multiple edit’ will appear. Choose the action you wish to take and when ‘apply’ is clicked it will make
the change to all ticked campaigns.

Placing a tick against just one campaign will give you the ‘edit’ option and the opportunity to ‘clone’ the chosen
campaign. These 2 options are discussed further down in this document.

A DDING

A NEW CAMPAIGN

In order to create a new campaign click the ‘new’ button at the top of the campaigns table. This will open the
campaign creation wizard.
Step 1 - Campaign
Step 1 enables the selection of the main campaign details;

Networks - Select the network(s) that you wish for your adverts to available in.
Description - Add a campaign name in the description field (this does not appear in the advert).
Price - Add a default click price, this will be for whichever bidding model your selected network(s) are in. i.e. CPC,
CPM or CPA. The value added here is the default amount that you are prepared to pay up to for a click. NB: Individual
bid level prices can be set after set up if required.

Start and end dates – if required add in date ranges for the campaign. If not dates are added the campaign will go live
straight away (pending any reviewing process) and will remain live, funds permitting.
Keyword match basis - determines how keyword bids are considered at the time of the request. The following
matching options are available;
Exact- Adverts will show against keywords if they are entered into a search exactly as they appear; e.g. if the keyword
is ‘car insurance’ the advert will only show if ‘car insurance’ is entered as a search term. If ‘motor insurance’ is
searched for, the advert will not show.
Phrase - The advert will show only if all elements of a keyword are searched for in the order they appear. For
example, ‘I am looking for car insurance’ will result in the advert displaying. ‘Car and home insurance’ will not display
the advert.
Broad- The most generalised of the search options, the advert will show in the two circumstances described above
and also if the words in the keyword are entered but not in the correct order: ‘I am looking for insurance for my car’, for
example.
If you do not set a matching option the system default matching will be applied, please ask your account manager
what the default is.
Step 2 - Targeting
Step 2 presents you with any targeting options available in your platform; you can target your campaign so that it only
shows to users in the specific circumstances chosen.
Note: Available targeting options are defined at system level when the platform is set up. If there is a targeting option
you do not see please discuss with your account manager to see if it can be added.
Target by location - Only show your advert to users who are in defined geographic locations.
Target by browser - Target users who are using specific web browsers i.e. Chrome, Firefox etc.
Target by devices - Target users with specific mobile devices.
Target by device types - Target users by the type of device they are using, options available are Console, Desktop,
Mobile or Tablet.
Target by operating systems - Target users who are using certain operating systems e.g. Windows, Apple OSX.
Target by carrier - Target users with specific mobile carriers e.g. EE, Vodafone, Verizon etc.
Target by connection type - Target users dependant on their connection such as wifi, mobile etc.
Target frequency capping - This is used to control how often a single user sees or interacts with an advert in a day. It
can be applied to both impressions and clicks.

NB: All targeting can be set and adjusted after set up via the ‘edit’ section.
Step 3 - AdGroup
Step 3 is where you select the adgroup type you wish to proceed with. Each campaign must have at least one
adgroup attached to it and can have multiple, as required. An adgroup is a placeholder for groups of bids.

Adgroup name – give your adgroup a recognizable name, this is not included in the advert.
Selection type – chose which type of bid you wish to work with.
Options include;
Keyword - A list of words and phrases relevant to the product or service being offered can be added in the next stage.
Sector - Select from a list of sectors in the next stage that reflects the verticals of services being offered.
RoN - An advert is created with no keywords or sectors. RoN adverts are then considered as an option for selection
for all keyword requests.
Zone - Zone targeting allows publishers to define the areas on a site where adverts appear and to control the number
and type of adverts displayed. If available you can bid on appearing in these zones by choosing this option.
Retargeting - When a user visits a website, a cookie is dropped on a user. When the user then goes to another
publisher site within the network, they will be targeted with these retargeted adverts.

Beacon - When a user visits a website, they are flagged as being interested in a certain topic related to the site being
visited. Advertisers can then create adverts aimed specifically at people who have been highlighted by the platform as
being interested in the products or services being offered.
Step 4 – Bids
In step 4 you will see one of the following set of details dependant on what selection type you chose in step 3.
If you selected keyword;

Keywords - Enter a list of keywords or phrases that you wish to use to generate your advert. Add one keyword per
line.
URL suffixes – this option can be used if you wish to add a deep link to your destination URL for this keyword. So, if
you are setting up a campaign for an online clothes shop’s summer sale, you might want to organise your products
into adgoups; such as shorts, t-shirts, dresses etc. and then, for each of these adgroups, add a specific URL Suffix.
The keyword list can be edited and added to after creation.
If you selected sector;

Sectors - The list of sectors shown are determined at platform level. Sectors chosen should reflect the verticals that
you are interested in targeting.
URL suffixes - can be used if you wish to add a deep link to your destination URL for this adgroup.
Sectors/channels can be managed after creation if required.

If you Selected ‘Run of Network’ (RoN);

As the advert is created with no keywords or sectors, no action is required on step four. You will therefore see the
below. Please click next to continue to the last stage.
If you selected Zone;

Zones – select the zone you wish your advert to appear in. The chosen zone will affect where the advert is shown on
publisher pages.
URL suffixes - can be used if you wish to add a deep link to your destination URL for this adgroup.
If you selected Retargeting;

As the advert is created by profiling user activity, no keywords or sectors are used and so no action is required on step
4. Please click next to continue to the last stage.
If you selected Beacon;

Beacons – the beacons you view at this stage are determined at platform level. By selecting a beacon this will show
your advert to people who have been registered as having an interest in a particular vertical.
URL Suffixes - can be used if you wish to add a deep link to your destination URL for this adgroup.
Step 5 - Copy
The final step 5 is where you enter your actual advert content. Dependant on the network chosen in step 1 you will be
presented with different media options for your advert.
Such as CPC commonly allows text adverts and CPM allows banner. These media types are defined at platform level
so please speak to your account manager if you wish for a new option.
The first option to choose is Media Type: This is the type of advert that you wish you create e.g. text, banner etc. The
option chose here will affect the rest of the tables, variations on the below options will then be visible.
For text ads you would see;

Choose Media Size: the size of the media that will appear on the advert.
Advert Type: Choose whether to add the advert copy or to fetch it from an external URL or an HTML tag
Copy Name: The name of the copy set that is being created. This is not seen on the advert and is used by you to help
identify your different copy sets.
Title: The headline of the advert
Summary: the body copy of the advert
Click Through URL: This is the URL that you wish to direct users to, once the advert has been clicked
Display URL: This is the URL that appears on the advert. Sometimes Click Through URLs can be deep links to certain
webpages. These long URLs would not look attractive so a Display URL can be used.
Once you finish adding the details, click Submit. The new campaign will appear in your campaigns list. All details, bar
the Network allocation, can be edited after set, up if required.
For banner ads you would see;

Choose Media Size: the size of the media that will appear on the advert.
Advert Type: Choose whether to add the advert copy or to fetch it from an external URL or an HTML tag
Click Through URL: This is the URL that you wish to direct users to, once the advert has been clicked
Target by User Language; Chose a language you wish for your advert to be linked to from the UA details provided in
the search. Only visible if system config set to True.
Tracking Pixel: ability to add a third party tracing pixel to track your adverts activity if required.
Editing Campaigns
To edit an existing campaign, place a tick in the box next to the campaign you would like to edit and click on ‘edit’ at
the top of the grid. The ‘edit’ area will expand below the campaign table and show the data specific to the selected
campaign.

Once ‘edit’ has been selected you are presented with various tabs you can choose to manage your campaign settings.
Edit Campaign - Details
View and edit basic campaign details. The campaign description, start date and end date are editable but last spend
date and spend to date is not. If relevant, click and/or impression prices will be displayed. This price will apply to all
adgroups within the campaign if set but can be overridden at adgroup level.
The campaign impression, click and event eCPMi statistics are also displayed on this tab under ‘Campaign ECPMi’;
The click ECPMi is the earnings per thousand impressions for that campaign.

Edit Campaign - Negative Keywords
When Campaign level negative keywords (also known as black list keywords) are added, ads will not be displayed for
any requests containing the registered negative keyword(s) for that campaign. Example: The negative keyword ‘red’
would prevent ads from showing on any requests containing the term ‘red’. One keyword or phrase per line.
Negative keywords can also be applied at account level for more generic campaign requirements. At this level the
entered words/phrases would apply to all campaigns and adgroups within the account.

Edit Campaign - Traffic Targeting / Filters
Traffic Targeting

Audience or traffic targeting can be applied per campaign. Any settings here will override those set at advertiser
account level. Once the targeting option is switched to ‘on’, available targeting options are displayed and are
selectable. Once ticked, select ‘save’ to submit your selections.

Below is a table listing the available forms of traffic targeting and their description. If any options you require are
missing on your system please discuss with your account manager.
Category Type

Description

Examples

Location (Geo-targeting)

A regional hierarchy list is offered
which, during selection, matches to
the user location for effective
advertiser traffic targeting.
Browser targeting is the ability to
deliver a campaign or creative only to
specific web browsers or even to
specific web browser versions. It is
useful when an ad creative is not
compatible with all browsers or
browsers versions.
Target audiences that use a specific
Operating System. This is perfect for
ad campaigns for software and OSspecific products (such as apps or
games).
A broad method for advertisers to
target audiences by the type of device
they use

Europe > UK > London
Europe > France > Paris

Browsers

Operating System

Device Type

Device

Carrier Targeting

Connection Type

Filters

A more specific method of targeting
audience based on the particular
brand of device they are using
A tool to enable the targeting of
particular users on different mobile
network operators.
Target specific connection type

Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer (IE)
Opera
Safari

Windows
Linux
OS/X

Desktop
Mobile
Tablet
Console
Apple
Nokia
HTC
02
Vodafone
T-Mobile
Three
Cable / DSL
Cellular
Corporate
Dialup

Click Beacons - Select beacons that are relevant for your campaign. Publisher pages that match this beacon ‘interest’
will display your ad.
Keyword Match Basis – you can manage the campaign level match basis for all keywords in the campaign here if
changes are required.
Edit Campaign - Day Parting
Campaign day parting, also referred to as ‘time based’ targeting, allows you to manage when the ad is available for
selection.
Options can be set for times of the day, days of the week and days of the month. Two day parting sets can be added
so that, for example the campaign could be active between 7am and 10am and then 4pm and 7pm on a Monday and
a Thursday.
By switching the button to ‘on’ the available time options become visible.

Edit Campaign - Finance
The finance tab enables management of campaign daily budgets:
Daily spend limit – just as an account level daily spend limit can be set, so can a campaign limit. Daily budget limits
set a cap that an account can spend up to in a single day. This can be used in order to stop an account from
immediately using all of its assigned funds. Default is ‘unlimited’ which means there are no restrictions in place.
Once the limit is set, you then have the following options.
Rollover - any unspent funds from the previous day(s) of the month roll over to the next day, to enable additional
spending. The accrued available funds are built up until the last day of the month at which point they are reset to 0 for
the following month. For example, if an account has a daily budget of £50 and spends only £25 then the next day it will
have £75 (£50 budget + £25 unspent from previous day).
Capped - any unspent funds are not rolled over and on any given day, the daily spend limit is capped or limited to this
amount.
Once a daily spend limit is added, a further mechanism comes into play in the form of pacing. Pacing stops a daily
budget from being exhausted very soon after it is added. The ad server spreads the budget allocated to it across the
duration of the day.
When no daily spend limit is applied it is shown as having an ‘unlimited’ daily budget – it can spend as much of the
account funds as is possible in a day.

Campaign budget limit – this feature enables you to divide the overall advertiser budget between campaigns, if
required. You can split the budget between the campaigns to ensure no particular campaign overspends and uses the
entire budget. By default it is set to ‘unlimited’ but by turning this option on you are given the chance to increase the
budget in the campaign you are managing.
As in the figure below, the ‘advertiser funds remaining’ and ‘current funds allocated to all campaigns’ displays the
overall budget on the account and the sum of any budget already allocated to other campaigns.
Using this information you can gauge the budget available for the campaign you are managing and set the value
accordingly. Any figure added will increase the figure in the ‘remaining funds for this campaign’ so you can be assured
the budget is allocated as expected.

Edit Campaign - Frequency Capping
Campaign frequency capping controls the number of times your advert is seen or clicked on by the same user.
Settings at this level will override those set at account level.
An individual user is identified based on a combination of the IP address, GUID and user agent supplied at the time
that an advert is clicked on.
Impression frequency capping can be used to limit the number of times that an individual user sees an advert in an
hour, day, week or month.
Click frequency capping works on the same principle but limits the number of times a user can click on an advert, as
opposed to just viewing the advert.
Once a frequency cap limit has been reached, the advert will no longer be eligible for selection until the start of the
next time period. If ‘month’ is set, for example, then a user can view or click an advert a certain number of times in a
month. Once this limit is reached the advert is not shown to the user until the beginning of the following month.
Options to set also include;

No. of times - The number of times you wish for your advert to be seen or clicked by a user.
Period - Over what period of time you want to impose this limit. For example: Setting a period of ‘day’ means that a
user will be able to see, or click on an advert the set number of times in the course of 24 hours.
Interval – This spaces the number of impressions or clicks across the set period.

Edit Campaign - Source Inclusions/Exclusions
Manage account traffic sources by using the inclusion/exclusion tool.
Exclusions - excluding poorly performing publisher sources removes them from your ad traffic and allows you to focus
your advertising spend on traffic sources that are more likely to generate business.
Inclusions – Adding a publisher number as a source inclusion restricts traffic to only the sources that have been
selected. This is a useful option for users who only want their adverts to appear on a few specific traffic sources, so,
rather than exclude all but a few sources; you can simply include the few sources that you are interested in.
It is possible to refine inclusions and exclusions further by adding sub publishers or sites to your selection. If you find
that all but one of a publisher’s sites is providing you with good traffic, you can exclude the underperforming site. This
helps to ensure that your advertising spend is always being focussed on the sources that provide the best quality
traffic.
In the same way, you can add an inclusion and then refine that further by adding a site. This will exclude traffic from all
other sources, including for the publisher selected, except from the particular site that has been added.
To select the desired account simply start typing the name of the publisher and select the correct option from the drop
down.

Edit Campaign - Click and Impression Limits
The click and impression limits tool allows you to create click and impression caps per day and month. These limits
can be adjusted at any time if required. If left blank, no limitations will be applied to the campaign.

Each campaign can have its own daily and monthly impression and click limits set.

Edit Campaign - Events
Events are used for CPA conversion tracking, post click user tracking and for VAST advert response tracking. VAST
players can fire events to record volume changes, quartile targets and others actions that are of interest to advertisers.

You will see any System level events available to you if available.
Events have a name, a default conversion value, an event price and flag indicating how any events that don’t match a
preceding click should be treated. Click ‘view tag’ to gain the event data to put on the page.

To create a new event click ‘new event’

Name of an event - is used to identify the user action. For CPA this would typically be something like registration of
interest (e.g. automotive) or purchase.
Conversion value - is a monetary amount which that advertiser chooses to associate to the event. It has no purpose or
effect on the M3 system other than to allow an advertiser to produce reports including the conversion values. Typically
the conversion value is used to record the value of the goods that have been purchased and can thus be used to
determine the ROI (return on investment) of the advertising campaign.
Event cost / CPA (cost per acquisition) - may also be referred to as CPL (cost per lead) or CPE (cost per event).
Campaigns using the CPA model use the event cost to indicate the commission they choose to pay for that event. The
event price is the amount deducted from the advertiser’s budget of which a percentage is paid to the publisher from
whom the preceding click originated.
Unmatched treatment - is how events are linked to a click. Events are counted and charged when they can be linked
to a click that occurred within a twenty eight day period.
If events occur that cannot be matched to clicks then settings can be added to treat them in one of the following ways:
Ignore – If an event cannot be matched to a click, it is ignored.
Count Events But Do Not Total Conversions – If an event cannot be matched to a click, it is still counted but
the conversion value and the event cost are ignored.
Count Events and Total Conversions - If an event cannot be matched to a click, it is still counted and the
conversion value calculated but the event cost is ignored.
Treat As Fully Chargeable Event - If an event cannot be matched to a click, the conversion value and the
event cost are still calculated.
Edit Campaign - Media
The media tab allows you to upload and manage the media files for the campaign you are currently editing.

Media are images, banners and videos – all ‘rich’ media formats, which are themselves the advert. When an advert is
a text advert, logos can be optionally displayed alongside the text advert.
From this current section of the interface however, it is possible to view existing campaign media, browse for files and
upload new media to the campaign. Available image dimensions are displayed according to those defined for the
system and the corresponding network.
Once and media is uploaded in this section they will also be displayed and can managed on the ‘your media’ tab of
the account detailed further down in this document.

A D G ROUPS
Each campaign must have an adgroup created, to which all ads and their copy sets belong. On the campaigns page,
you will see the relating adgroup table when a campaign is chosen and activity data relating to each adgroup. The
stats in this table will adjust with the selected time range, as per the campaign table. Within each adgroup you will see
bids which are linked to the adgroup you are in.
New adgroups can also be added by selecting the ‘+New’ option.
Each adgroup is managed in the same manner as the campaign itself:

B IDS
Dependent on the selection mode chosen, you will save different types of bids within the adgroups. These could be
keywords, channels/sectors, RoN or a retargeting tag. The bids table displays all keywords and channels created
during campaign set up as well as allowing new bids to be added to the adgroup.

Editing for individual bids is done inline; hovering over the relevant section, such as ‘URL suffix’ or ‘bid price’ they will
become editable.
If more than one bid needs editing place a tick next to all bids to be affected, the option of ‘multiple edit’ shows. Only
certain items can be managed in ‘multiple edit’. In the top left the amount of bids to be affected is detailed for
information, in the below case 2 bids would be affected by any changes made using this tool.

If you want to change all bids in the adgroup do not place any ticks next to the keyword but select ‘edit all’. Changes
using this tool will affect all bids within the selected adgroup. Only certain items can be managed in ‘edit all’. The tool
confirms in the top left corner that all bids within the ad group will be affected.

The keyword itself cannot be changed once it is created. Instead it must be deleted and a new one added.
The system will not allow you to add duplicate keywords to an adgroup.
NB: Sectors/Channel names cannot be edited and are determined at system level. If there is a channel/sector you
wish to bid on but it is not present please speak to your account manager.
Bid Pricing
Pricing can be entered at bid, adgroup or campaign level. When a bid price is set at campaign or adgroup level, all
associated bids inherit this price; unless individual bid prices are entered in the bids table, which then override it. To
do this click on the ‘Max CPC’ cell in the bid table and edit the bid.
An explanation of CPM, CPC and CPA pricing formats can be found in the campaign section.
Keywords
Keyword targeting is used where ad selection occurs in response to a user entered request, typically via a search box
on a publisher site. In M3 keywords in an adgroup can only be entered once, if you wish to add the keywords multiple
times with different matching options you will need to create multiple adgroups.
Keyword Matching
Keyword matching basis allows the ad platform to select bids in one of three ways. Each method determines how
closely the keyword selected matches the original request.
All keywords must have a matching option selected. A default match basis can be set at system level. All new
keywords would then inherit this match basis.
The following matching options are available.
Exact- Adverts will show against keywords if they are entered into a search exactly as they appear; e.g. if the keyword
is ‘car insurance’ the advert will only show if ‘car insurance’ is entered as a search term. If ‘motor insurance’ is
searched for, the advert will not show
Phrase - The advert will show only if all elements of a keyword are searched for in the order they appear. For
example, ‘I am looking for car insurance’ will result in the advert displaying. ‘Car and home insurance’ will not display
the advert
Broad - The most generalised of the search options, the advert will show in the two circumstances described above
and also if the words in the keyword are entered but not in the correct order: ‘I am looking for insurance for my car’, for
example.
Channel Groups
It is possible to aggregate channels (e.g. sport, news, travel) into channel groups, in order to make it simpler to
manage a large number of channels.
Sector / Channel

Sector/channel targeting refers to audience segregation according to a finite number of business and interest areas
such as travel, finance, lifestyle and sports.
Run of Network
Run of network (RoN) targeting is used as a means of filling residual advertising spaces. Run of network ads are
usually shown after all other ads and /or where there is unused ad inventory. When creating a campaign RoN is listed
as a selection type
Retargeting
Retargeting allows advertisers to directly target individual users (on an anonymous basis). User retargeting occurs
when a user has visited a web page or has performed some action of interest and is then shown further relevant
adverts. Retargeting utilises the M3 advertising platform profile system that anonymously maintains information about
users.
Beacons
Beacons are small graphic images (also known as tracking pixels/tags) that can be embedded into any web page, to
identify and anonymously track the interest/subjects e.g. ‘automotive’ of a user. These web pages can be entirely
independent of the system publishers or advertiser network. When a new or existing user visits any web page
containing any beacon, an anonymous ‘user profile’ record is registered on the M3 system. The ‘user profile’ is
updated to record the beacons from all pages.
Beacons look like to a user, and often match, the channel/sector list in a platform; this is to help with correlation
between the 2 types. Once selected a beacon will remain active for a nominated period of time set at platform level.
Zone
Zone targeting is a suite of functionality that allows publishers to define advertising spaces and control the number
and type of adverts displayed within each such space. Zones can have multiple configurations and the M3 Advertising
Platform can access the relative performance of each individual configuration in order to determine which is the best
performing. Zones can also be used to imply lists of keywords and sectors relevant to an advertising space. Allowing
zone targeting enables advertisers to directly target particular zones rather than just the keywords or sectors which
may be associated to one or more zones.

C LONE

CAMPAIGNS

If you need to set up a campaign that is similar to another in your advertiser account, you have the ability to clone
campaigns. When you place a tick in the box next to the campaign you wish to clone a ‘Clone Campaign’ option will
become available.

Once you click this button you will be given options on how the system is to handle the new campaign, select and then
submit your choice.

Your new campaign will be given a name of ‘Copy of…..’ – once created you will need to select the relevant campaign
and amend its name in the details section.
You will also need to add any targeting, source inclusions and exclusions required as these details are NOT copied
from the original campaign.

Y OUR M EDI A
The your media tab next to the ‘manage campaigns’ menu provides the ability to upload media to your account for
further usage within your campaigns, you are able to manage all medias in the whole account from this one tab if
required.
To associate a media with a campaign, place a tick next to the relevant media and chose the ‘manage associations’
button which appears at the top of the table.

A pop up will show where the selected media is already associated to and provide you with the ability to remove any
associations and add any news ones, should they be required.

To make the media selected available to the whole advertiser account, select this choice from the options presented.
That logo will then be available to be selected for all campaigns within the account.

R EPORTS
In the reports section you should see several template reports available to run. These report templates have been
created by the system administrator to provide you with essential data you will require to manage your account. If you
require any additional fields reported against, please contact your account manager.
Once the report has run you can view it on the screen, download it to a .csv or set it to be emailed to you. Reports can
be set to daily, Weekly or Monthly, these reports will run automatically and if set to email will be sent to you every day,
week or month.

In order to run a new report, click on ‘+new report’ button at the top of the page.
Step 1 - you will be prompted to choose a report template you wish to run; you can customize it in the following 3
steps.

Step 2 - give the report a title and assign it to a folder. To do this type the name of the folder in the ‘unassigned’ box
and then press enter, this will create the folder which will be available for future selection.
You can also choose the language of the report and the currency it will be presented in.
Finally in this step, request the report to be emailed to you (if required) by turning this option on and entering your
contact name and email address. If the report is then set to be broken down daily (for example) then this report will run
every day and consequently be emailed to you directly.

Step 3 – Select the date range and data split for your report. The date range option is a drop down menu; you are also
given the option to compare the data with previous data; such and yesterday to the same day a week before.

Select the data split such as monthly, weekly, daily, hourly. If you wish, you can also change the time zone of the
report.
Completed Step 3 example below:

Step 4 - If required, limit the data in the report to a specific campaign within your account, or a certain location or
network. This makes management of the data provided easier.
The option to ‘Make it Private’ ensures that any other users with access to the advertiser account reporting section will
not be able to view your report.

Once submitted, the report will be added to the reporting table. You can view the report on screen by clicking its
name, or you can download it by placing a tick next to the relevant report and choosing ‘+download’
If the report was to be sent by email. You will shortly get an email with the report as an attachment.

You can rerun any of the reports in your account by choosing the ‘update’ option from the status drop down:

To make changes to the date range, title or any other editable sections you can chose ‘edit’ and the report will open
for you to edit and submit again.
If you have any queries on reporting please contact your account manager.

